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Why choose Glasgow?
The city of Glasgow is a major centre for film 
and television production, and practitioners and 
policymakers from the creative industries visit the 
University regularly.

Years 1 and 2 provide a theoretical, critical and historical 
grounding. At Honours you will have the opportunity 
to combine core and optional courses involving more 
specialist study via these approaches, and to explore 
the role of practical work in enhancing understanding of 
both media. 

Year 1
You will take two courses, which introduce techniques 
of film and television analysis, offer perspectives on 
film and television history, and examine the changing 
structures of cinema and television as industries: 
• Looking, listening, reading
• Key moments in the development of film & television.
You will also study other subjects in years 1 and 2.

Year 2
You will extend this study with more detailed 
consideration of key theoretical concepts and historical 
methods, studying film and television alongside one 
another in two courses: 
• Spectatorship, audiences and identities
• History, aesthetics and genre. 
Years 3 and 4
If you progress to Honours (years 3 and 4) your studies 
will consist of a combination of compulsory core 
courses (Film analysis, Television analysis, Media and 
cultural policy) and specialist options.
These will typically include courses on particular 
periods and places (eg postwar Japanese cinema, 
Scottish film and television); genres (eg animation, 
amateur cinema); theory and practice of film and 
television (eg digital media, television production); and 
specific themes (eg screen performance, children’s 
television).

w  glasgow.ac.uk/ug/filmtelevisionstudies e  sccaenquiries@glasgow.ac.uk 

FILM & TELEVISION STUDIES
This degree programme studies cinema and 
television as major forces of enjoyment and 
knowledge within modern culture.

MA (Hons) (P390): Four years

Joint Honours available; see glasgow.ac.uk/ug/
filmtelevisionstudies.

Due to high demand, if you wish to be considered for 
Honours Film & Television Studies you must apply 
using a UCAS code for Film & Television Studies. 

STUDY 
ABROAD 

* Complete University Guide 2021. Ranking for Drama, Dance & Cinematics.

IN THE UK*1st

Our international links
International exchanges are a distinctive feature of 
our work. In your third year you have the opportunity 
to study abroad for a semester or longer. We have 
particularly successful links with Queen’s University 
(Canada), the University of New South Wales (Australia) 
and the University of Hong Kong. 

Career prospects
This programme is a valuable preparation for careers 
in various aspects of the media, arts and cultural 
industries. The immediate job destinations of some of 
our recent graduates have included production trainee 
for the Scottish Media Group and graphics operator for 
the sports technology specialists Deltatre.
Older graduates are now firmly established in their 
chosen creative fields, working for leading media 
companies such as Google and the BBC or as arts 
administrators, journalists and media academics.

Film & Television Studies 
at Glasgow
 Film & Television Studies (FTVS) is a dynamic 
subject area in the School of Culture & Creative 
Arts and has achieved national and international 
distinction in the field.

Cultural connections
Based in the Gilmorehill Centre, we are a frequent 
host for cultural events in Glasgow (Bandstand-
related screenings, primary school screenings, 
etc) and serve as a regular meeting place for 
particular cine-related and broadcasting interest 
groups (the Radical Film Network etc). The annual 
Screen Conference takes place here each summer, 
attracting scholars from all corners of the world.
We have close involvement with film-related events 
in the city’s cultural calendar (Glasgow Film Festival, 
Africa in Motion Film Festival, Glasgow Short Film 
Festival etc). These are routinely supplemented by 
‘pop-up’ events (the Rough Cuts Festival, student 
animation festival etc), occurring both as virtual and 
‘real life’ experiences. 

Links with industry
We enjoy historic links with the media production 
sector in the city of Glasgow (BBC Scotland, 
Scottish Television, Glasgow Media Centre, Film 
City, independent film, television and digital media 
companies etc), and with related sites of curation 
and exhibition (National Library of Scotland 
Moving Image Archive, Glasgow Film Theatre); of 
particular significance is the recent relocation of 
the Moving Image Archive to the refurbished Kelvin 
Hall, which incorporates a state-of-the art viewing 
theatre, online access to archival collections and 
workstation facilities for private study. 

Screen production options
We are seeking to innovate and achieve distinction 
in the realm of practical screen production, a 
significant aspect of future development in the wider 
discipline of FTVS. We have two particular Honours 
options (Screen production for Junior Honours/
Screen production for Senior Honours), available to 
students on the MA programme.

Entry requirements 
Our programme webpages advertise the most 
up-to-date detail on our entry requirements for 
2021-22 entry at glasgow.ac.uk/undergraduate. 
Due to the impact that the COVID-19 pandemic 
has had on grades certified in 2020, we are 
currently assessing the flexibility that we can 
offer in the consideration of academic entry 
requirements. We will publish any changes on 
our webpages.
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